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Welcome to Dental Blue

This booklet provides you with a description of your benefits while you are 
enrolled under the Dental Blue plan offered by your plan sponsor. You should read 
this booklet to familiarize yourself with this dental plan’s main provisions and keep 
it handy for reference.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield has been designated by your plan sponsor to provide 
administrative services to this dental plan, such as claims processing, case 
management and other services, and to arrange for a network of dentists whose 
services are covered by this dental plan. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer 
service office can help you understand the terms of this dental plan and what you 
need to do to get your maximum benefits.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc. (Blue Cross and Blue Shield) is 
an independent corporation operating under a license from the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Plans, (the “Association”) permitting Blue Cross and Blue Shield to use the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Service Marks in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield has entered into a contract with the plan sponsor on its 
own behalf and not as the agent of the Association.
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Introduction
You are covered under this Dental Blue plan. This dental plan is a non-insured self-funded benefits plan 
and is financed by contributions by your group and its enrolled employees. For details concerning your 
group’s contributions, contact your plan sponsor.

An organization has been designated by your plan sponsor to provide administrative services to this dental 
plan, such as claims processing, case management and other services, and to arrange for a network of 
dentists whose services are covered by this dental plan. The name and address of this organization is: Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc., 101 Huntington Avenue, Suite 1300, Boston, Massachusetts 
02199-7611.

These benefits are provided by your group on a self-funded basis. Blue Cross and Blue Shield is not an 
underwriter or insurer of the benefits provided by this dental plan.

This booklet along with all riders that are part of your dental plan provide you with a description of your 
benefits while you are enrolled in this dental plan. You should read this booklet to familiarize yourself with 
the main provisions and keep it handy for reference. The words in italics have special meanings and are 
described in Part 1. Blue Cross and Blue Shield or your group may change the terms of this dental plan. If 
this is the case, the change is described in a rider. Your plan sponsor can supply you with any riders that 
apply to your benefits.

Before using your benefits, you should remember there are limitations or exclusions. Be sure to read the 
limitations and exclusions on your benefits that are described in Parts 2, 3, 4 and 5.

In this Benefit Description, the term “you” refers to any member who has the right to the benefits provided 
under this dental plan—the subscriber or the enrolled spouse or any other enrolled dependent.
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Member Services
Identification Cards
When you enroll for benefits under this dental plan, the subscriber (and the enrolled spouse, if any) will 
receive a Dental Blue identification (ID) card. This card is for identification purposes only. While you are 
a member, you must show your ID card to the dentist before you receive covered services. If your ID card 
is lost or stolen, you should contact the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office. They will send 
you a new Dental Blue ID card. Or, you may also use the online member self service option that is located 
at www.bluecrossma.com.

Finding a Participating Dentist
To find a participating dentist, you may refer to the most current Blue Cross and Blue Shield dental provider 
directory for the location where you choose to obtain covered services.

For Services in Massachusetts or Rhode Island
To find a dentist who is a participating dentist, you may refer to the most current Dental Blue Directory of 
Providers. This provider directory lists participating dentists located in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. 
Or, for help to find a participating dentist, you may call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service 
office at the toll-free telephone number shown on your Dental Blue ID card. Or, you may call the Physician 
Selection Service at 1-800-821-1388. You may also access the online provider directory (Find a Doctor) 
on the Blue Cross and Blue Shield internet website at www.bluecrossma.com. Once you have found a 
participating dentist, you should check again at the time you obtain a covered service to make sure your 
dentist is still a participating dentist.

For Services in Other Locations (outside of Massachusetts and Rhode Island)
To find a dentist who is a participating dentist in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield designated out-of-area 
dental network, you may refer to the most current out-of-area dental provider directory. Or, you may call 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office at the toll-free telephone number shown on your 
Dental Blue ID card (or the Physician Selection Service at 1-800-821-1388). You may also access the online 
out-of-area dental provider directory on the Blue Cross and Blue Shield internet website at 
www.bluecrossma.com. Once you have found an out-of-area participating dentist, you should check again 
at the time you obtain a covered service to make sure that your dentist is still in the designated out-of-area 
dental network.

If you do not find a dentist listed in your out-of-area dental provider directory for your specific location, 
you should look in the Dental Blue Directory of Providers. Whether or not you find a convenient dentist in 
either directory, you may continue to obtain covered services from an out-of-area dentist that is not in either 
the designated out-of-area dental network or the Dental Blue provider network. However, in this case, you 
must pay the difference between the claim payment and the dentist’s actual charge for covered services.

How to Get Help for Questions
For help to understand the terms of this dental plan or to resolve a problem or concern, you may call the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office at the toll-free telephone number shown on your Dental 
Blue ID card. (For TTY, call 711.) A customer service representative will work with you to help you 
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understand your benefits or resolve your problem or concern as quickly as possible. (See Part 7 for more 
information about the formal grievance review process.)

You can call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. 
to 8:00 p.m. (Eastern Time). Or, you can write to: Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Member 
Service, P.O. Box 9134, North Quincy, MA 02171- 9134.

If you would like information and resources about various issues related to your and your family’s oral 
health care, you may access the American Dental Association’s internet website at www.ada.org.

Discrimination Is Against the Law
Blue Cross and Blue Shield complies with applicable federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on 
the basis of race; color; national origin; age; disability; sex; sexual orientation; or gender identity. Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race; color; national 
origin; age; disability; sex; sexual orientation; or gender identity.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield provides:
 Free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with Blue Cross and 

Blue Shield. These aids and services may include qualified sign language interpreters and written 
information in other formats (such as in large print).

 Free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as qualified interpreters 
and information written in other languages.

If you need these services, call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office. The toll free phone 
number to call is shown on your Dental Blue ID card.

If you believe that Blue Cross and Blue Shield has failed to provide these services or discriminated in 
another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, sexual orientation, or gender 
identity, you can file a grievance with the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Civil Rights Coordinator: by mail at 
Civil Rights Coordinator, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, One Enterprise Drive, Quincy, MA 
02171-2126; or by phone at 1-800-472-2689 (TTY: 711); or by fax at 1-617-246-3616; or by email at 
civilrightscoordinator@bcbsma.com. If you need help filing a grievance, the Civil Rights Coordinator is 
available to help you. You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Office for Civil Rights online at ocrportal.hhs.gov; or by mail at U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, 200 Independence Avenue, SW, Room 509F HHH Building, Washington, DC 
20201; or by phone at 1-800-368-1019 or 1-800-537-7697 (TDD). Complaint forms are available at 
www.hhs.gov.
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Part 1 

Definitions
The following terms are shown in italics in this Benefit Description and in any riders that apply to your 
benefits under this dental plan. These terms will give you a better understanding of your dental benefits.

Allowed Charge
The charge that is used to calculate payment of your benefits. The allowed charge depends on the type of 
health care provider that furnishes a covered service to you.

 Participating Dentists. For covered services furnished by dentists who have a payment agreement to 
furnish dental services to members enrolled under Dental Blue, Blue Cross and Blue Shield calculates 
your benefits based on the provisions of the dentist’s payment agreement and the dentist’s contracted 
rate that is in effect at the time a covered service is furnished. This contracted rate is referred to as the 
dentist’s allowed charge. In most cases, you do not have to pay the amount of the dentist’s actual 
charge that is in excess of the dentist’s allowed charge. However, there are certain situations when 
you will have to pay the difference between the claim payment and the dentist’s actual charge. This is 
the case when:
 You and your dentist decide to use a procedure that is more expensive than a less costly, but 

acceptable alternative. This dental plan will provide benefits toward the cost of the procedure 
with the lower fee. You pay any balance.

 You could have received benefits or services from someone else without charge, or you have 
received or will receive payment from another person or insurance company. But, once these 
payments from the other person or insurance company have been applied to your provider 
balances and used up, you do not have to pay the amount in excess of the allowed charge.

 You receive services from more than one dentist for the same procedure or for procedures that are 
furnished in a series during a planned course of treatment. In such a case, the total amount of your 
benefits will not be more than the amount that would have been provided had only one dentist 
furnished all services.

 Non-Participating Dentists. For covered services furnished by non-participating dentists, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield calculates your benefits based on the Maximum Allowable Charge schedule. 
This is generally the same amount that is allowed for covered services furnished by a Massachusetts 
participating dentist. This amount may sometimes be less than the dentist’s actual charge. If this is 
the case, you must pay the amount of the dentist’s actual charge that is in excess of the dentist’s 
allowed charge. This is in addition to the amount you would normally pay for covered services (for 
example, any deductible and/or coinsurance that you owe for that covered service). However, if the 
dentist’s actual charge is less than the allowed charge, your benefits will be calculated based on the 
dentist’s actual charge.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Massachusetts, Inc., the organization that has been designated by your plan 
sponsor to provide administrative services to this dental plan, such as claims processing, case management 
and other services, and to arrange for a network of dentists whose services are covered by this dental plan. 
This includes an employee or designee of Blue Cross and Blue Shield who is authorized to make decisions 
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or take action called for as described in this Benefit Description. Blue Cross and Blue Shield has full 
discretionary authority to interpret this Benefit Description. This includes determining the amount, form, 
and timing of benefits, conducting reviews to determine whether your dental care is necessary and 
appropriate, and resolving any other matters regarding your right to benefits for covered services as 
described in this Benefit Description. All determinations by Blue Cross and Blue Shield with respect to 
benefits under this dental plan will be conclusive and binding unless it can be shown that the interpretation 
or determination was arbitrary and capricious.

Covered Services
The dental services, supplies, procedures and appliances for which this dental plan provides benefits as 
described in this Benefit Description and any riders to this Benefit Description. (See Part 3.) These dental 
services, supplies, procedures and appliances must be furnished by participating dentists in order for you 
to receive the benefits provided under this dental plan. (There are a few exceptions to this requirement. See 
Part 8.)

Deductible
The amount that you must pay before benefits are provided for certain covered services. If a deductible 
applies to your benefits, the Benefits Payable Riders that are attached as part of your Benefit Description 
show the amount of your deductible and which covered services are subject to the deductible. In this case, 
the amount that is put toward your deductible is calculated based on the allowed charge or the dentist’s 
actual charge, whichever is less.

Effective Date
The date on which your membership in this dental plan starts.

Fracture
The breakage of sound natural teeth. This does not include crazing (small surface breaks) resulting from 
temperature changes or chipping due to attrition.

Group
Any corporation, partnership, individual proprietorship or other organization that has entered in to an 
agreement under which Blue Cross and Blue Shield provides administrative services for the group’s 
self-insured dental benefits plan.

Member
You, the person who has the right to the benefits described in this Benefit Description. A member may be 
the subscriber or his or her enrolled spouse (or former spouse, if applicable) or any other enrolled 
dependent.
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Necessary and Appropriate
All dental care, services, procedures, supplies and appliances must be necessary and appropriate to 
diagnose or treat your dental condition. Blue Cross and Blue Shield has the discretion to determine whether 
your dental care is necessary and appropriate for you. It will do this by referring to the following criteria:
 Your dental care must be consistent with the prevention and treatment of oral disease or with the 

diagnosis and treatment of teeth that are decayed or fractured, or where the supporting structure is 
weakened by disease (including periodontal, endodontic and related diseases).

 Your dental care must be furnished in accordance with standards of good dental practice.
 Your dental care must not be solely for your convenience or the convenience of your dentist.

Under certain circumstances, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may review dental records describing your 
condition and treatment. Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s staff, including dental consultants, use their 
professional judgment to determine available benefits for certain types of procedures, including but not 
limited to crown restorations, periodontal services, oral surgery, fixed bridgework and partial dentures. A 
dental consultant may review the treatment plan objectively and determine whether the services are within 
the scope of benefits, and whether these services are necessary and appropriate for you. Based on Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield’s findings, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may determine that a service is not necessary 
and appropriate for you, even if your dentist has recommended, approved, prescribed, ordered or furnished 
the service.

Participating Dentist
A dentist who has a written payment agreement to furnish covered services to members enrolled under this 
Dental Blue plan. This includes a dentist who has a payment agreement with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
and/or Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Rhode Island; or a dentist outside Massachusetts and Rhode Island 
who has an agreement to participate in the Blue Cross and Blue Shield designated out-of-area dental 
network. See page 2 for more information about finding a participating dentist.

Plan Sponsor
The plan sponsor is usually your employer and is the same as the plan sponsor designated under the 
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), as amended. If you are not sure who your 
plan sponsor is, contact your employer.

Rider
A “Benefits Payable Rider” which describes the amounts that you must pay for covered services (including 
deductible and coinsurance provisions) and any benefit limits, or an amendment that changes the terms 
described in this Benefit Description. Blue Cross and Blue Shield or your group may change the terms of 
your dental plan. For example, a rider may add or limit the benefits provided under this dental plan. A rider 
describes the material change that is made to your dental plan. You should keep any riders with your Benefit 
Description.

Subscriber
The eligible person who signs the enrollment form at the time of enrollment under this dental plan.

Utilization Review
The approach that Blue Cross and Blue Shield uses to evaluate the necessity and appropriateness of many 
different dental procedures such as crown restorations and periodontal services. This review process 
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involves the knowledge of dental contracts, policies and procedures in conjunction with the professional 
expertise of dental consultants which include dental hygienists, dental assistants and currently practicing 
dentists. These reviews consist of examination of dental history, radiographs, periodontal charting and 
narratives.
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Part 2 

Dental Benefits
This dental plan provides benefits for the covered services described in this Benefit Description only when: 
these services are furnished by a participating dentist or by a hygienist who is employed by the participating 
dentist (see Part 8 for a few exceptions); and your treatment is necessary and appropriate for you; and your 
treatment conforms with Blue Cross and Blue Shield dental policy guidelines in effect at the time covered 
services are furnished.

Benefits Payable Riders
The “Benefits Payable Riders” that are part of your Benefit Description describe the amounts that you must 
pay for covered services. They include an explanation of your deductible and coinsurance and any benefit 
limits that may apply. Your dental benefits will be provided based on the Benefits Payable Riders that are 
in effect at the time your covered services are furnished.

Calendar-Year Benefit Maximum
All benefits described in this Benefit Description are subject to a calendar-year maximum for each member. 
Your “Overall Benefit Maximum Benefits Payable Rider” shows the amount of your calendar-year benefit 
maximum. Any deductible does not count toward your calendar-year maximum. (If you change from one 
Dental Blue plan to another, any dollar amount applied toward your calendar-year maximum under prior 
Dental Blue plans will be carried over and applied to the calendar-year maximum under this dental plan.)

Pre-Treatment Estimates
Your dentist may submit a Pre-treatment Estimate to Blue Cross and Blue Shield in order to determine the 
extent to which dental services are covered. A “Pre-treatment Estimate” is a detailed description of the 
procedures that the dentist plans to perform and includes the charge for each procedure. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield recommends that a Pre-treatment Estimate be submitted for any Group 2 or Group 3 Service 
expected to cost more than $250. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will let you and your dentist know about the 
extent of your benefits for the services reported. Pre-treatment Estimates are calculated based on current 
available benefits and member eligibility. Pre-treatment Estimates are not a guarantee of payment and are 
subject to change based on remaining benefits available and eligibility in effect at the time services are 
completed and a claim is submitted for payment. If your dentist does not file a Pre-treatment Estimate, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield will decide the extent of your benefits based on a review of those services and 
standards that are considered generally accepted dental practice.
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Part 3 

Covered Services
You have the right to the benefits described in this section, except as limited or excluded in other sections 
of this Benefit Description.

Preventive Benefit Group (Group 1 Services)
This dental plan provides benefits for the following Group 1 Services to diagnose or prevent tooth decay 
and other forms of oral disease. These are the types of dental services most members receive during a 
routine dental check-up or visit.

Diagnostic Services
 One complete initial oral exam, including initial dental history and charting of the teeth and 

supporting structures.
 Single tooth radiographs (x-rays) as needed.
 Bitewing radiographs (x-rays of the crowns of the teeth), once each six months.
 Full mouth radiographs (x-rays), seven or more films, or panoramic radiograph (x-ray) with bitewing 

radiographs (x-rays), once each 60 months.
 Study models and casts used in planning treatment, once each 60 months.
 Emergency exams.
 Periodic or routine oral exams, once each six months.

Preventive Services
 Routine cleaning, scaling and polishing of the teeth, once each six months.
 Fluoride treatment for members under age 19, once each six months.
 Space maintainers required due to premature loss of teeth for members under age 19.
 Sealants applied to permanent premolar and molar surfaces for members under age 14. This dental 

plan provides benefits for one application each 48 months for each premolar or molar surface.

Basic Benefit Group (Group 2 Services)
This dental plan provides benefits for the following Group 2 Services to: restore or remove diseased or 
fractured natural teeth; replace damaged or defective restorations; treat oral disease; repair, rebase or reline 
dentures; repair crowns and bridges; and recement crowns, inlays, onlays and fixed bridgework.

Restorative Services
 Amalgam (silver) fillings (limited to one filling for each tooth surface in each 12 months). However, 

no benefits are provided for fillings on tooth surfaces where a sealant was applied within the last 12 
months.

 Composite resin (tooth color) fillings on front teeth (limited to one filling for each tooth surface in 
each 12 months.) This dental plan provides benefits for amalgam (silver) fillings toward the cost of 
composite resin (tooth color) fillings on back teeth (bicuspids and molars). You pay any balance.

 Pin retention for fillings.
 Stainless steel crowns on primary (baby) teeth.
 Stainless steel crowns on first permanent (adult) molars for members under age 16.
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Oral Surgery
 Tooth extractions.
 Root removal.
 Biopsies.

Periodontics (Gum and Bone)
 Periodontal scaling and root planing, once in each quadrant each 24 months.
 Periodontal surgery (soft and hard tissue surgeries), once in each quadrant each 36 months.
 Periodontal maintenance following active periodontal therapy, once each three months.

Endodontics (Root and Pulp)
 Root canal therapy on permanent teeth, once in a lifetime for each tooth.
 Retreatment root canal therapy on permanent teeth, once in a lifetime for each tooth.
 Therapeutic pulpotomy on primary or permanent teeth for members under age 16.
 Other endodontic surgery intended to treat or remove the dental root.

Prosthetic Maintenance
 Repair of partial or complete dentures, crowns and bridges, once each 12 months.
 Adding teeth to an existing partial or complete denture.
 Rebase or reline dentures, once each 36 months.
 Recementing of crowns, inlays, onlays and fixed bridgework, once each 12 months.

Other Covered Services
 Occlusal adjustments, once each 24 months.
 Services to treat root sensitivity.
 General anesthesia when administered in conjunction with covered surgical services.
 Emergency dental treatment to relieve acute pain.
 Emergency dental treatment to control a dental condition that requires immediate care to prevent 

permanent harm to the member.

Major Benefit Group (Group 3 Services)
This dental plan provides benefits for the following Group 3 Services to: replace missing teeth with artificial 
ones; and restore severely diseased or fractured teeth. Benefits for these covered services are provided only 
when the supporting structures are determined to be sound.

Prosthodontics (Tooth Replacement)
 Complete or partial dentures, including services to fabricate, measure, fit and adjust them, once each 

60 months for each arch.
 Fixed bridges, including services to fabricate, measure, fit and adjust them, once each 60 months for 

each tooth.
 Replacement of dentures and bridges, but only when they are installed at least 60 months after the 

initial placement, and only if the existing appliance cannot be made serviceable.
 Adding teeth to an existing bridge.
 Temporary partial dentures to replace any of the six upper or lower front teeth, but only if they are 

installed immediately following the loss of teeth and during the period of healing.

Major Restorative Services (Crowns, Inlays and Onlays)
 Crowns for members age 16 or older, once each 60 months for each tooth. 
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 Metallic, porcelain and composite resin inlays for members age 16 or older. This dental plan provides 
the benefit for an amalgam filling toward the cost of a metallic, porcelain or composite resin inlay, 
once each 60 months for each tooth. You pay any balance.

 Metallic, porcelain and composite resin onlays for members age 16 or older, once each 60 months for 
each tooth.

 Replacement of crowns for members age 16 or older, once each 60 months for each tooth.
 Replacement of metallic, porcelain and composite resin inlays for members age 16 or older. This 

dental plan provides the benefit for an amalgam filling toward the cost of a metallic, porcelain or 
composite resin inlay, once each 60 months for each tooth. You pay any balance.

 Replacement of metallic, porcelain and composite resin onlays for members age 16 or older, once 
each 60 months for each tooth.

 Post and core or crown buildup for members age 16 or older, once each 60 months for each tooth.

Orthodontic Services
Orthodontic services are not covered under this dental plan unless your group has purchased supplemental 
coverage to help pay for orthodontic services to prevent and correct misalignment of the teeth. If your group 
has purchased this coverage, these additional benefits are described in an Orthodontic Endorsement to this 
Benefit Description. If you have these benefits, your plan sponsor will supply you with the Orthodontic 
Endorsement that applies to your benefits for orthodontic services at the time you enroll for benefits under 
this dental plan. Also, if a change is made to your benefits for orthodontic services, your plan sponsor can 
supply you with the Orthodontic Endorsement that applies to your benefits for these services.

If your group has purchased this coverage, orthodontic benefits will be paid as follows:
 If you began orthodontic treatment prior to the effective date of the Orthodontic Endorsement, your 

dental plan will provide benefits for treatment you receive on or after your effective date. These 
benefits will be provided on a monthly basis until you complete your treatment for covered 
orthodontic services or you reach your orthodontic lifetime benefit limit, whichever comes first. 
Depending on your stage of treatment at the time you become eligible for orthodontic coverage, the 
total of these monthly payments may be less than your orthodontic lifetime benefit limit.

 If you begin orthodontic treatment after the effective date of the Orthodontic Endorsement, your dental 
plan will provide an initial down payment that is equal to one half of your available orthodontic lifetime 
benefit amount. Then, benefits will be provided on a monthly basis until you complete your treatment 
for covered orthodontic services or you reach your orthodontic lifetime benefit limit, whichever comes 
first. The total of these payments will not be more than your orthodontic lifetime benefit limit.
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Part 4 

Limitations and Exclusions
The benefits described in this Benefit Description are limited or excluded as follows.

Multi-Stage Dental Procedures
Your dental benefits as described in Part 3 for procedures that require more than one visit (for example, 
root canals and crowns) will be provided as long as you are enrolled for benefits under this dental plan on 
the date the procedure is completed. This means that you do not have to be enrolled under this dental plan 
on the date the procedure is started in order to receive benefits for the covered service. However, if your 
membership under this dental plan is terminated prior to the completion date of the procedure, no benefits 
are provided for the entire procedure. (If you have an Orthodontic Endorsement that provides supplemental 
coverage for orthodontic services, this provision does not apply to those orthodontic services.)

Non-Covered Services
No benefits are provided for:
 Services, supplies, procedures or appliances to treat an illness or injury for which you have the right 

to benefits under government programs. These include the Veterans Administration for an illness or 
injury connected to military service. They also include programs set up by other local, state, federal or 
foreign laws or regulations that provide or pay for health care services and supplies or that require 
care or treatment to be furnished in a public facility. No benefits are provided if you could have 
received governmental benefits by applying for them on time. This exclusion does not include 
Medicaid or Medicare.

 Charges that are received for or related to dental care that Blue Cross and Blue Shield considers to be 
experimental. The care must be documented by controlled studies that determine its merits (such as 
its safety) and include sufficient follow-up studies.

 Charges for appointments that you do not keep. Dentists may charge you for failing to keep your 
scheduled appointments. They may do so if you do not give reasonable notice to the office. 
Appointments that you do not keep are not counted against any benefit limits described in this Benefit 
Description.

 A service, supply, procedure or appliance that is not described as a covered service in this Benefit 
Description.

 Orthodontic services unless your group has purchased an Orthodontic Endorsement to provide 
supplemental coverage to help pay for these services.

 Services, supplies, procedures or appliances that do not conform with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
dental policy guidelines.

 Any service or supply furnished along with, in preparation for, or as a result of a non-covered service.
 Services, supplies, procedures and appliances that are not considered necessary and appropriate by 

Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
 A method of treatment more costly than is customarily provided. If Blue Cross and Blue Shield 

determines that your treatment is more costly than another acceptable alternative treatment, this 
dental plan will provide benefits for the least expensive but acceptable alternative treatment that 
meets your needs. In this case, you pay any balance.

 Services, supplies, procedures and appliances that are furnished to someone other than the patient.
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 Treatment and related services that are required by third parties.
 Free care or care for which you are not required to pay or for which you would not be required to pay 

if you were not covered under this dental plan.
 A service rendered by someone other than a licensed dentist or hygienist who is employed by the 

dentist.
 Nutrition counseling or instructions in dental hygiene, including proper methods of tooth brushing, 

the use of dental floss, plaque control programs and caries (cavity) susceptibility tests.
 Incomplete procedures.
 Laboratory or bacteriological tests.
 Consultations when the dentist who renders the consultation provides treatment.
 Restorations for reasons other than decay or fracture of teeth, such as erosion, abrasion or attrition.
 Sealants applied to permanent premolar or molar surfaces that have decay or fillings.
 Fillings on tooth surfaces where a sealant was applied within the last 12 months.
 Replacement of a filling within 12 months of the date of the prior restoration.
 Labial veneers.
 Stainless steel crowns on permanent (adult) teeth, other than on first permanent (adult) molars for 

members under age 16.
 Fixed or removable prosthodontics or major restorative procedures for members under age 16. This 

dental plan provides the benefit for a temporary partial denture for replacement of a lost or missing 
tooth. You pay any balance.

 Temporary complete dentures or temporary fixed bridges.
 Replacement of dentures, bridges or space maintainers for reasons such as theft, abuse, misuse, 

misplacement, loss, improper fit, allergies, breakage or ingestion.
 Duplicate dentures or bridges.
 Implants or transplants, or any related surgical or restorative procedures. This dental plan provides the 

benefit for a crown on an implant. You pay any balance.
 Any procedure to save a tooth when there is a poor statistical probability (less than a 70% chance) 

that the tooth will last for 60 months (for example, surgical periodontal regenerative procedures to 
stabilize a tooth loosened due to extensive periodontal disease).

 Services, supplies, procedures or appliances to stabilize teeth when required due to periodontal 
disease (periodontal splinting).

 Cast restorations, copings or attachments for installing overdentures, including associated endodontic 
procedures such as root canals.

 Precision attachments, semiprecision attachments or copings.
 A service to diagnose or treat temporomandibular joint (TMJ) disorders or myofascial (muscular) 

pain, including bruxism (grinding of the teeth).
 A service, supply or procedure when its sole purpose is to increase the height of teeth (vertical 

dimension) or to restore occlusion.
 Athletic mouth guards.
 Occlusal guards.
 A separate charge for occlusal analysis, pulp vitality testing or pulp capping since these services are 

usually performed as part of another covered procedure. (Your participating dentist cannot charge 
you a separate fee for these services.)

 Services that are cosmetic in nature or meant primarily to change or improve your appearance.
 Services for the treatment of congenital anomalies, except for covered orthodontic services when you 

have an Orthodontic Endorsement that provides supplemental coverage for orthodontic services.
 Drugs, pharmaceuticals, biologicals or other prescription agents or products.
 Analgesia (nitrous oxide) or sedation.
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 Photographs.
 A dentist’s charge for shipping and handling or taxes.
 A dentist’s charge to file a claim. Also, a dentist’s charge to transcribe or copy your dental records.
 Services and supplies furnished after your termination date under this dental plan. (Remember; if your 

membership under this dental plan is terminated prior to the completion date of a procedure that 
requires more than one visit, no benefits are provided for the entire procedure. See “Multi-Stage 
Dental Procedures” above.)

 A covered service furnished by a dentist to himself or herself or to a member of his or her immediate 
family. “Immediate family” means any of the following members of a dentist’s family: spouse or 
spousal equivalent; parent, child, brother or sister (by birth or adoption); stepparent, stepchild, 
stepbrother or stepsister; father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law or 
sister-in-law (for purposes of providing covered services, an in-law relationship does not exist 
between the dentist and the spouse of his or her wife’s (or husband’s) brother or sister); and 
grandparent or grandchild. For the purposes of this exclusion, the immediate family members listed 
above will still be considered immediate family after the marriage which created the relationship is 
ended (by divorce or death).

Procedures Begun Before Effective Date
Your benefits under this dental plan are not limited based on dental conditions that are present on 
or before your effective date. But, these benefits are subject to all the provisions described in this Benefit 
Description. This means that your dental services will be covered from the effective date of your 
membership under this dental plan without a pre-existing condition restriction. No benefits will be provided 
under this dental plan for services that you received prior to your effective date. There is one exception. If 
before your effective date you started receiving services for a procedure that requires two or more visits 
(see “Multi-Stage Dental Procedures” above), benefits will be provided as described in Part 3 for the entire 
procedure as long as you are enrolled for benefits under this dental plan on the completion date of the 
procedure.
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Part 5 

Other Party Liability
Coordination of Benefits (COB)
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will coordinate payment of covered services with hospital, medical, dental, 
health or other plans under which you are covered. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will do this to make sure 
that the cost of your health care services is not paid more than once. Other plans include: personal injury 
insurance; automobile insurance, including medical payments coverage; homeowner’s insurance; and other 
plans that cover hospital or medical expenses.

You must include information on your enrollment forms about other health plans under which you are 
covered. Once you are enrolled in this dental plan, you must notify Blue Cross and Blue Shield if you add 
or change health plan coverage. Upon request, you must also supply Blue Cross and Blue Shield with 
information about other plans that may provide you with coverage for health care services.

Under COB, the plan that provides benefits first is known as the primary payor. And the plan(s) that provide 
benefits next are known as the secondary payor(s). When coverage under this dental plan is secondary, no 
benefits will be provided until after the primary payor determines its share, if any, of the liability. Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield decides which is the primary and secondary payor. To do this, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield relies on the COB regulations issued by the Massachusetts Division of Insurance (see the COB rules 
described below). To the extent state law does not govern this dental plan, however, state law will not limit 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s discretion to determine which is the primary and secondary payor. For 
example, this dental plan is not subject to Massachusetts requirements concerning coordination between 
no-fault automobile personal injury protection (PIP) and health insurance, and if PIP is available, this dental 
plan will not pay benefits until PIP is exhausted.

This dental plan will not provide any more benefits than those already described in this Benefit Description. 
This dental plan will not provide duplicate benefits for covered services. If this dental plan pays more than 
the amount that it should have under COB, then you must give that amount back to Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield on behalf of this dental plan. This dental plan has the right to get that amount back from you or any 
appropriate person, insurance company or other organization.

Important Notice: If you fail to comply with the provisions of this COB section, payment of your 
claim may be denied.

COB Rules to Determine the Order of Benefits
When other plan(s) under which you are covered include COB rules consistent with the COB rules 
described in this section, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will decide which plan is the primary payor and the 
secondary payor based on these COB rules. However, if another plan under which you are covered does 
not include COB rules consistent with the COB rules described below, that plan will determine benefits 
before this dental plan.

 Employee/Dependent Rule. The plan that covers the person who is claiming benefits as an employee 
(the subscriber) will determine benefits before a plan under which that person is covered as a 
dependent.
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 Children of Parents Who Are Not Separated or Divorced (“Birthday Rule”). When the person 
who is claiming benefits is covered under two or more plans as a dependent child of parents who are 
not separated or divorced, the plan of the parent whose birthday falls earlier in a year will determine 
benefits before the plan of the parent whose birthday falls later in the year. This is referred to as the 
“birthday rule.” This refers only to the month and day in a calendar year, not the year in which the 
parent was born. However, if both parents have the same birthday, the plan that has covered a parent 
the longest will determine benefits before the plan that has covered a parent for a shorter period of 
time. (If another plan does not include the “birthday rule” described in this section, but instead 
includes a rule based on the gender of the parent and as a result, if the plans do not agree on the order 
of benefits, the “birthday rule” will be used to determine the order of benefits.)

 Children of Separated or Divorced Parents. When the person who is claiming benefits is a covered 
child of parents who are separated or divorced, unless there is a court order that requires one parent to 
be responsible for health care coverage, the order used to determine benefits will be: (1) the plan of 
the parent who has custody of the child will determine benefits before the plan of the parent who does 
not have custody of the child; (2) the plan of the spouse of the parent who has custody will determine 
benefits before the plan of the parent who does not have custody of the child; and then (3) the plan of 
the parent who does not have custody of the child.

If there is a court decree that states that one of the parents is responsible for health care expenses of 
the child, the plan covering that parent will determine benefits first, provided that the plan has 
knowledge of the terms of the court degree. If a court decree grants joint custody but does not state 
that one parent is responsible for the child’s health care expenses, the “birthday rule” described above 
will be used to determine the order of benefits.

 Active/Inactive Employee Status. The plan that covers the person who is claiming benefits as an 
active employee (or as a dependent of that employee) will determine benefits before a plan under 
which that person is covered as a laid-off or retired employee (or as a dependent of that employee). If 
another plan does not include this COB rule and if, as a result the plans do not agree on the order of 
benefits, this COB rule will not be used to determine the order of benefits.

 Plans With the Earlier Effective Date. If none of the previous COB rules determine the order of 
benefits, the plan that has covered the person who is claiming benefits longer will be determined 
before the plan that has covered the person who is claiming benefits for a shorter period of time.

If other plan(s) under which you are covered do not include COB rules consistent with the COB rules 
described in this section, that plan will determine benefits before this dental plan.

Medicare Program
When you are eligible for the Medicare program and Medicare is allowed by federal law to be the primary 
payor, the benefits provided by this dental plan will be reduced by the amount of benefits allowed under 
Medicare for the same covered services. This reduction will be made whether or not you actually receive 
the benefits from Medicare.

Plan Rights to Recover Benefit Payment
Subrogation and Reimbursement of Benefit Payments
If you are injured by any act or omission of another person, the benefits under this dental plan will be 
subrogated. This means that this dental plan and Blue Cross and Blue Shield, as this dental plan’s 
representative, may use your right to recover money from the person(s) who caused the injury or from any 
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insurance company or other party. If you recover money, this dental plan is entitled to recover up to the 
amount of the benefit payments that it has made. This is true no matter where or by whom the recovered 
money is held or how it is designated and even if you do not recover the total amount of your claim against 
the other person(s). This is also true if the payment you receive is described as payment for other than health 
care expenses. The amount you must reimburse this dental plan will not be reduced by any attorney’s fees 
or expenses you incur.

Member Cooperation
You must give Blue Cross and Blue Shield, as this dental plan’s representative, information and help. This 
means you must complete and sign all necessary documents to help Blue Cross and Blue Shield get this 
money back on behalf of this dental plan. This also means that you must give Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
timely notice of all significant steps during the negotiation, litigation or settlement with any third party 
(such as filing a claim or lawsuit, initiation of settlement discussions, agreement to a settlement in principle, 
etc.) and before settling any claim arising out of injuries you sustained by an act or omission of another 
person(s) for which this dental plan paid benefits. You must not do anything that might limit this dental 
plan’s right to full reimbursement.

Workers’ Compensation
No benefits are provided for health care services and supplies to treat an illness or injury for which you 
have the right to benefits under any workers’ compensation act or equivalent employer liability or 
indemnification law. All employers provide their employees with workers’ compensation insurance. This 
is done to protect employees in case of work related illness or injury. All dental claims related to the illness 
or injury must be billed to the employer’s workers’ compensation carrier. It is up to you to use workers’ 
compensation insurance. If this dental plan provides or pays for covered services that are covered by 
workers’ compensation, Blue Cross and Blue Shield on behalf of this dental plan has the right to get paid 
back from the party that legally must pay for the health care services.

If you have recovered the value of services from workers’ compensation or another employer liability 
program, you will have to pay the amount recovered for dental services that were paid by this dental plan. 
If Blue Cross and Blue Shield is billed in error for these services, you must promptly call or write the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield customer service office.
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Part 6 

Filing a Claim
When the Dentist Files a Claim
Your dentist will file a claim for you when you receive a covered service from a participating dentist. Just 
tell the dentist that you are a member and show him or her your Dental Blue ID card. Also, be sure to give 
the dentist any other information that is needed to file your claim. You must properly inform your dentist 
within 30 days after you receive the covered service. If you do not, benefits will not have to be provided. 
The dentist will be paid directly for covered services.

When the Member Files a Claim
You may have to file your claim when you receive a covered service from a non-participating dentist. The 
dentist may ask you to pay the entire charge at the time of the visit or at a later time. It is up to you to pay 
your dentist. To file a claim for repayment, you must: fill out a claim form; attach your original itemized 
bills; and mail the claim to the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office. You can get claim forms 
from the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will mail to you 
all applicable forms within 15 days after receiving notice that you obtained some service or supply for 
which you may be paid. You must file a claim within two years of the date you received the covered service. 
This dental plan will not have to provide benefits for services for which a claim is submitted after this two-
year period.

Timeliness of Claim Payments
Within 30 calendar days after Blue Cross and Blue Shield receives a completed request for benefits or 
payment, a decision will be made and, where appropriate, payment will be made to the dentist (or to you if 
you sent in the claim) for your claim to the extent of your benefits described in this Benefit Description. 
Or, you and/or the dentist will be sent a notice in writing of why your claim is not being paid in full or in 
part. If the request for benefits or payment is not complete or if more information is needed to make a final 
determination for the claim, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will ask for the information or records it needs 
within 30 calendar days of receiving the request for benefits or payment. This additional information must 
be provided to Blue Cross and Blue Shield within 45 calendar days of this request. If the additional 
information is provided to Blue Cross and Blue Shield within 45 calendar days of the request, a decision 
will be made within the time remaining in the original 30-day claim determination period or within 15 
calendar days of the date the additional information is received, whichever is later. If the additional 
information is not provided to Blue Cross and Blue Shield within 45 calendar days of the request, the claim 
for benefits or payment will be denied. If the additional information is submitted after this 45 days, then it 
may be viewed as a new claim for benefits or payment. In this case, a decision will be made within 30 days 
as described previously in this section.
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Part 7 

Grievance Program
You have the right to a review when you disagree with a decision by this dental plan to deny payment for 
services, or if you have a complaint about the care or service you received from Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
or a participating dentist.

When making a determination under this dental plan, Blue Cross and Blue Shield has full discretionary 
authority to interpret this Benefit Description and to determine whether a dental service is a covered service 
under this dental plan. All determinations by Blue Cross and Blue Shield with respect to benefits under this 
dental plan will be conclusive and binding unless it can be shown that the interpretation or determination 
was arbitrary and capricious.

Making an Inquiry and/or Resolving Claim Problems or Concerns
Most problems or concerns can be handled with just one phone call. (See page 2 for more information about 
Member Services.) For help resolving a problem or concern, you should first call the Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield customer service office at the toll-free telephone number shown on your Dental Blue ID card. A 
customer service representative will work with you to help you understand your benefits or resolve your 
problem or concern as quickly as possible.

When resolving a problem or concern, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will consider all aspects of the particular 
case, including the terms of your group benefits as described in this Benefit Description, Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield policies and procedures that support the administration of these benefits, the dentist’s input, as 
well as your understanding and expectation of benefits. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will use every 
opportunity to be reasonable in finding a solution that makes sense for all parties and may use an individual 
case management approach when it is judged to be appropriate. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will follow its 
standard business practices guidelines when resolving your problem or concern.

If you disagree with the decision given to you by the customer service representative, you may request a 
review through the formal internal grievance program as described below. The formal grievance review 
process described below will be followed when your request for a review is because Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield has determined that a service or supply is not necessary and appropriate for your condition.

Formal Grievance Review
Internal Formal Grievance Review
How to Request a Grievance Review
To request a formal review from the internal Member Grievance Program, you (or your authorized or legal 
representative) have three options.

 The preferred option is for you to send your grievance in writing to: Member Grievance Program, 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, One Enterprise Drive, Quincy, MA 02171-2126. Or, 
you may fax your request to 1-617-246-3616. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will let you know that your 
request was received by sending you a written confirmation within 15 calendar days.
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 Or, you may send your grievance to the Member Grievance Program internet address at 
grievances@bcbsma.com. Blue Cross and Blue Shield will let you know that your request was 
received by sending you a confirmation immediately by e-mail.

 Or, you may call the Member Grievance Program at 1-800-472-2689. When your request is made by 
telephone, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will send you a written account of the grievance within 48 
hours of your phone call.

Once your request is received, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will research the case in detail and ask for more 
information as needed. When the review is completed, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will let you know in 
writing of the decision or the outcome of the review.

All grievances must be received by Blue Cross and Blue Shield within one year of the date of treatment, 
event or circumstance, such as the date you were told of the service denial or claim denial.

What to Include in a Grievance Review Request
Your request for a formal grievance review should include: the name and dental plan identification number 
of the member asking for the review; a description of the problem; all relevant dates; names of health care 
providers or administrative staff involved; details of the attempt that has been made to resolve the problem; 
and any comments, documents, records and other information to support your grievance. If Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield needs to review the medical/dental records and treatment information that relate to your 
grievance, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will promptly send you an authorization form to sign if needed. You 
must return this signed form to Blue Cross and Blue Shield. It will allow for the release of your 
medical/dental records. You also have the right to look at and get copies (free of charge) of records and 
criteria that Blue Cross and Blue Shield has and that are relevant to your grievance, including the identity 
of any experts who may have been consulted.

Choosing an Authorized Representative
You may choose to have another person act on your behalf during the grievance review process. Except as 
described below, you must designate this person in writing to Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

If your claim is for emergency services, a health care professional who has knowledge about your dental 
condition may act as your authorized representative. In this case, you do not have to designate the health 
care professional in writing. If you are not able to designate another person to act on your behalf, then a 
conservator, a person with power of attorney, or a family member may act as your authorized representative. 
Or, he or she may appoint someone else to act as your authorized representative.

Who Handles the Grievance Review
All grievances are reviewed by individuals who are knowledgeable about Blue Cross and Blue Shield and 
the issues involved in the grievance. The individuals who will review your grievance will be those who did 
not participate in any of Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s prior decisions regarding the subject of your 
grievance, nor do they work for anyone who did. When a grievance is related to a necessity and 
appropriateness denial, at least one grievance reviewer is an individual who is an actively practicing health 
care professional in the same or similar specialty that usually treats the medical/dental condition, performs 
the procedure or provides treatment that is the subject of your grievance.

Response Time
The review and response for Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s formal internal grievance review will be 
completed within 30 calendar days. Every reasonable effort will be made to speed up the review of 
grievances that involve health care services that are soon to be obtained by the member. (When the 
grievance review is for services you have already obtained and it requires a review of your medical/dental 
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records, the 30-day response time will not include the days from when Blue Cross and Blue Shield sends 
you the authorization form to sign until it receives your signed authorization form if needed. If Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield does not receive your authorization within 30 calendar days after you are asked for it, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield may make a final decision about your grievance without that medical/dental 
information.)

Important Note: If your grievance review began after an inquiry, the 30-day response time will begin on 
the day you tell Blue Cross and Blue Shield that you disagree with Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s answer 
and would like a formal grievance review.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield may extend the time frame to complete a grievance review, with your 
permission, in cases when Blue Cross and Blue Shield and the member agree that additional time is required 
to fully investigate and respond to the grievance.

Response
Once the grievance review is completed, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will let you know of the decision or 
the outcome of the review. If Blue Cross and Blue Shield continues to deny coverage for all or part of a 
health care service or supply, Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s response will explain the reasons. It will give 
you the specific medical and scientific reasons for the denial and a description of alternative treatment, 
health care services and supplies that would be covered and information about requesting an external 
review.

Grievance Records
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will maintain a record of all formal grievances, including the response for each 
grievance review, for up to seven years.

Expedited Review for Immediate or Urgently-Needed Services
In place of the formal grievance review described above, you have the right to request an “expedited” 
review right away when your grievance review concerns medical care or treatment for which waiting for a 
response under the grievance review timeframes described above would seriously jeopardize your life or 
health or your ability to regain maximum function as determined by Blue Cross and Blue Shield or your 
physician, or if your physician says that you will have severe pain that cannot be adequately managed 
without the care or treatment that is the subject of the grievance review. If you request an expedited review, 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will review your grievance and notify you of the decision within 72 hours after 
your request is received.

External Review
For all grievances, you must first go through the formal internal grievance process as described above. In 
some cases, you are then entitled to a voluntary external review. Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s grievance 
review may deny coverage for all or part of a health care service or supply. When the denial is because Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield has determined that the service or supply is not necessary and appropriate, you have 
the right to an external review. You are not required to pursue an external review and your decision whether 
to pursue it will not affect your other benefits. If you receive a denial letter from Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
for this reason, the letter will tell you what steps you should take to file a request for an external review. A 
decision will be provided within ten days of the date the external reviewer receives your request for a 
review.

You also have the right to an expedited external review. You may request an expedited external review by 
contacting Blue Cross and Blue Shield at the telephone number shown in your denial letter. A final decision 
will be provided within 72 hours after the external reviewer receives your request for a review.
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You must file your request for an external review or expedited external review within 30 days of receiving 
the denial letter sent to you by Blue Cross and Blue Shield following the formal internal grievance process. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will work closely with you to guide you through the external review or 
expedited external review process.
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Part 8 

Other Plan Provisions
Access to and Confidentiality of Dental or Medical Records
Blue Cross and Blue Shield and health care providers may, in accordance with applicable law, have access 
to all dental or medical records and related information needed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield or health 
care providers. Blue Cross and Blue Shield may collect information from health care providers, other 
insurance companies or the plan sponsor to help Blue Cross and Blue Shield administer the benefits 
described in this Benefit Description and to get facts on the quality of care provided under this and other 
health care contracts. In accordance with law, Blue Cross and Blue Shield and health care providers may 
use this information, and may disclose it to necessary persons and entities as follows: 
 For administering benefits (including coordination of benefits with other insurance plans); managing 

care; quality assurance; utilization management; the prescription drug history program; grievance and 
claims review activities; or other specific business, professional or insurance functions for Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield.

 For bona fide medical research according to the regulations of the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services and the Food and Drug Administration for the protection of human subjects.

 As required by law or valid court order.
 As required by government or regulatory agencies.
 As required by the subscriber’s group or its auditors.
 For the purpose of processing a claim, dental or medical information may be released to your group’s 

reinsurance carrier.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield will not share information about you with the Medical Information Bureau 
(MIB). Except as described above, Blue Cross and Blue Shield will keep all information confidential and 
not disclose it without your consent.

You have the right to get the information Blue Cross and Blue Shield collects about you. You may also ask 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield to correct any information that you believe is not correct. Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield may charge a reasonable fee for copying records.

Important Notice: To obtain a copy of Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s Commitment to Confidentiality 
statement (“Notice of Privacy Practices”), call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office at 
the toll-free telephone number shown on your Dental Blue ID card.

Acts of Dentists
Blue Cross and Blue Shield is not liable for the acts or omissions by any dentists that furnish care or services 
to you. In addition, a participating dentist does not act as an agent on behalf of or for Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield. And, Blue Cross and Blue Shield does not act as an agent for participating dentists. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield will not interfere with the relationship between dentists and their patients. You are free to select 
or discharge any dentist. It is not up to Blue Cross and Blue Shield to find a dentist for you. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield is not responsible if a dentist refuses to furnish services to you.
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Assignment of Benefits
You cannot assign any benefit or monies due under this dental plan to any person, corporation or other 
organization without the plan sponsor’s and Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s written consent. Any assignment 
by you will be void. Assignment means the transfer of your rights to the benefits provided under this dental 
plan to another person or organization. There is one exception to this rule. If Medicaid has already paid the 
provider, you can assign your benefits to Medicaid.

Authorized Representative and Legal Representative
You may choose to have another person act on your behalf concerning your benefits under this contract. 
Some examples are a designated authorized representative or a documented legal representative. An 
authorized representative is a person you have chosen to help with your health care issues and to whom 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield is allowed to disclose and discuss your protected health information (PHI). An 
authorized representative is not a person who has legal authority to act on your behalf. A legal representative 
is a person who has legal authority to act on your behalf in making decisions about your health care. He or 
she may be someone who has legal authority for: power of attorney for health care; guardianship; 
conservatorship; executor of estate; or health care proxy. A legal representative may also be a person 
documented through a court order to act on your behalf in making decisions about your health care. To 
designate an authorized representative or document a legal representative, you must let Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield know in writing by completing the appropriate form(s). To get copies of these forms, you can call 
the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office. The toll-free telephone number to call is shown on 
your Dental Blue ID card. In some cases, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may consider your dentist to be your 
authorized representative. For example, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may tell your dentist about the extent 
of your dental benefits for services reported on a Pre-treatment Estimate or may ask your dentist for more 
information if more is needed to make a determination about your dental benefits. Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield will consider the dentist to be your authorized representative for emergency services. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield will continue to send benefit payments and written communications regarding your health care 
coverage according to Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s standard practices, unless you specifically ask Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield to do otherwise.

Changes to This Dental Plan
The plan sponsor or Blue Cross and Blue Shield may change the benefits described in this Benefit 
Description. For example, a change may be made to the amount you must pay for certain services. The plan 
sponsor is responsible for sending you a notice of any change. The notice will describe the change being 
made. It will also give the effective date of the change. When a change is made to your benefits, you can 
get the actual language of the change from your plan sponsor. The change will apply to all benefits for 
services you receive on or after its effective date.

Services Furnished by Non-Participating Dentists
Covered Services Furnished In Massachusetts
The benefits described in this Benefit Description are provided only when covered services are furnished 
by a participating dentist. There is one exception to this requirement. This dental plan will provide benefits 
for covered services furnished in Massachusetts by non-participating dentists but only when you receive 
covered services that are furnished in an emergency and a participating dentist is not reasonably available. 
You will have to pay the difference between the claim payment and the dentist’s actual charge for covered 
services.
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Covered Services Furnished Outside Massachusetts
The benefits described in this Benefit Description are also provided when you receive covered services 
outside Massachusetts from dentists that do not have a written payment agreement to provide covered 
services for Dental Blue members as long as: the dentist is licensed in a jurisdiction having licensing 
requirements substantially similar to those in Massachusetts; and the dentist meets the educational and 
clinical standards Blue Cross and Blue Shield requires for participating dentists. You will have to pay the 
difference between the claim payment and the dentist’s actual charge for covered services.

Time Limit for Legal Action
Before pursuing a legal action against Blue Cross and Blue Shield for any claim under this contract, you 
must complete a formal internal grievance review (see Part 7). You may, but do not need to, pursue an 
external review prior to pursuing a legal action. If, after completing the grievance review, you choose to 
bring legal action against Blue Cross and Blue Shield, this action must be brought within two years after 
the cause of action arises. For example, if you are filing a legal action because you were denied a service 
or a claim for benefits under this dental plan, you will lose your right to bring a legal action against Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield unless you file your action within two years after the date you were first sent a notice 
of the service or claim denial. Going through the internal formal grievance process does not extend the 
two-year limit for filing a lawsuit. However, if you choose to pursue a voluntary external review, the days 
from the date your request is received by the external reviewer until the date you receive the response are 
not counted toward the two-year limit.
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Part 9 

Eligibility for Coverage
Who Is Eligible to Enroll
Eligible Employee
An employee is eligible to enroll as a subscriber under this dental plan as long as he or she meets the rules 
on length of service, active employment and number of hours worked that the plan sponsor has set to 
determine eligibility for group health care benefits. For details, contact your plan sponsor.

Eligible Spouse
The subscriber may enroll an eligible spouse for coverage under his or her membership under this dental 
plan. An “eligible spouse” includes the subscriber’s legal spouse. (A legal civil union spouse, where 
applicable, is eligible to enroll under this dental plan to the extent that a legal civil union spouse is 
determined eligible by the plan sponsor. For more details, contact your plan sponsor.)

Former Spouse
In the event of divorce or legal separation, the person who was the spouse of the subscriber prior to the 
divorce or legal separation will remain eligible for coverage under the subscriber’s membership, whether 
or not the judgment was entered prior to the effective date of this dental plan. This coverage is provided 
with no additional cost. The former spouse will remain eligible for this coverage only until the subscriber 
is no longer required by the judgment to provide health insurance for the former spouse or the subscriber 
or former spouse remarries, whichever comes first. (In these situations, Blue Cross and Blue Shield must 
be notified within 30 days of a change to the former spouse’s address. Otherwise, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield will not be liable for any acts or omissions due to having the former spouse’s incorrect address on 
file.)

In the event the subscriber remarries, the former spouse may continue coverage under a separate 
membership with the subscriber’s group, provided the divorce judgment requires that the subscriber 
provide health insurance for the former spouse. This is true even if the subscriber’s new spouse is not 
enrolled under the subscriber’s membership.

Eligible Dependents
The subscriber may enroll eligible dependents under his or her membership under this dental plan. “Eligible 
dependents” include the subscriber’s or spouse’s (or if applicable, legal civil union spouse’s) children until 
the end of the calendar month in which the child turns age 26. To be an eligible dependent, the child is not 
required to: live with the subscriber or spouse (or if applicable, legal civil union spouse); or be a dependent 
on the subscriber’s or spouse’s (or if applicable, legal civil union spouse’s) tax return; or be a full-time 
student. These eligible dependents may include:
 A newborn child. The effective date of coverage for a newborn child will be the child’s date of birth 

provided that the subscriber formally notifies the plan sponsor within 30 days of the date of birth.
 An adopted child. The effective date of coverage for an adopted child will be the date of placement of 

the child with the subscriber for the purpose of adoption. The effective date of coverage for an 
adoptive child who has been living with the subscriber and for whom the subscriber has been getting 
foster care payments will be the date the petition to adopt is filed. If the subscriber is enrolled under a 
family membership as of the date he or she assumes custody of a child for the purpose of adoption, 
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the child’s dental benefits will be provided from the date of custody. This coverage is provided 
without a waiting period or pre-existing condition restriction.

 A newborn infant of an enrolled dependent child immediately from the moment of birth and 
continuing after, until the enrolled dependent child is no longer eligible as a dependent.

If an eligible dependent child is married, the dependent child can enroll for coverage under the subscriber’s 
membership. And, as long as that enrolled child is an eligible dependent, his or her children are also eligible 
for coverage under the subscriber’s membership. The dependent child’s spouse is not eligible to enroll as 
a dependent for coverage under the subscriber’s membership.

An eligible dependent may also include:
 A person under age 26 who is not the subscriber’s or spouse’s (or if applicable, legal civil union 

spouse’s) child but who qualifies as a dependent of the subscriber under the Internal Revenue Code.
 A child recognized under a Qualified Medical Child Support Order as having the right to enroll for 

health care coverage.
 A disabled dependent child age 26 or older. A dependent child who is mentally or physically 

incapable of earning his or her own living and who is enrolled for coverage under the subscriber’s 
membership will continue to be covered after he or she would otherwise lose dependent eligibility 
under the subscriber’s membership, so long as the child continues to be mentally or physically 
incapable of earning his or her own living. In this case, the subscriber must make arrangements with 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield through the plan sponsor not more than 30 days after the date the child 
would normally lose eligibility. Also, Blue Cross and Blue Shield must be given any medical or other 
information that it may need to determine if the child can maintain coverage under the subscriber’s 
membership. From time to time, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may conduct reviews that will require a 
statement from the attending physician. This is to confirm that the child is still an eligible disabled 
dependent child.

Important Reminder: The eligibility provisions described in this section may differ from the federal tax 
laws that define who may qualify as a dependent.

Enrollment Periods
You may enroll under this dental plan on your initial eligibility date as determined by your group. To enroll, 
you must complete the enrollment form provided in your enrollment packet and return it to the address 
specified in the enrollment packet no later than 30 days after your eligibility date. If you choose not to enroll 
under this dental plan within 30 days of your initial eligibility date, you may enroll only during an annual 
open enrollment period or after a qualifying event as provided by law. The open enrollment period is the 
time each year during which eligible persons may enroll for or change coverage for the next year. The open 
enrollment period is announced to all eligible employees. To enroll under this dental plan during this 
enrollment period, you must complete the enrollment form provided in your enrollment packet and return 
it no later than the date specified in the enrollment packet.

See Part 11 for information about continuation of coverage when you lose eligibility for membership under 
this dental plan.

Making Membership Changes
Generally, you may make membership changes (for example, change from an individual membership to a 
family membership) only if you have a change in family status such as:
 Marriage or divorce.
 Birth, adoption or change in custody of a child.
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 Death of an enrolled spouse or dependent child.
 The loss of an enrolled dependent’s eligibility under the subscriber’s membership.

If you want to ask for a membership change or you need to change your name or mailing address, you 
should call or write your plan sponsor. The plan sponsor will send you any special forms you may need.

You must request the membership change within 30 days of the reason for the change. If you do not make 
the change within 30 days, you will have to wait until the group’s next open enrollment period to make the 
change. All membership changes or any additions are allowed only when they comply with the conditions 
outlined in this Benefit Description.
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Part 10 

Termination of Coverage
You do not have to worry that your membership in this dental plan will be canceled because you are using 
your benefits or because you will need more covered services in the future. Your membership in this dental 
plan will be canceled only when:
 The subscriber chooses to cancel his or her contract as permitted by the plan sponsor. The subscriber 

may do so at any time for any reason by sending a written notice to the plan sponsor. Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield must receive the termination request from the plan sponsor not more than 30 days after 
the subscriber’s termination date.

 The subscriber loses eligibility for health care coverage with the group. This means: the subscriber’s 
hours are reduced; or the subscriber leaves the job; or the subscriber no longer meets the rules set by 
the group for eligibility under this dental plan.

 You lose eligibility as a dependent under the subscriber’s membership. When a dependent child loses 
eligibility for coverage, the termination date of membership under this dental plan will be the date on 
which eligibility is lost.

 The subscriber dies.
 You committed misrepresentation or fraud to Blue Cross and Blue Shield. For example, you gave 

false or misleading information on the enrollment application form. Or, you misused the Dental Blue 
ID card by letting another person not enrolled under this dental plan attempt to get benefits. This 
termination will go back to your effective date. Or, it will go back to the date of the misrepresentation 
or fraud, as determined by Blue Cross and Blue Shield.

 You commit acts of physical or verbal abuse that pose a threat to, or a threat to the health of, 
participating dentists or other members or employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield or Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield of Massachusetts HMO Blue, Inc. and that are not related to your physical condition 
or mental condition.

 The subscriber’s group terminates (or does not renew) this dental plan.

In any of these situations, your membership under this dental plan will be terminated as of the date you lose 
eligibility.
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Part 11 

Continuation of Coverage
Family and Medical Leave Act
An employee may continue membership in this dental plan as provided by the Family and Medical Leave 
Act. The Family and Medical Leave Act will generally apply to you if your group has 50 or more 
employees. For more information, contact your plan sponsor. If the employee chooses to continue coverage 
during a qualifying leave, the employee will be given the same health care benefits that would have been 
provided if the employee were working, with the same premium contribution ratio. If the employee’s 
premium for continued membership under this dental plan is more than 30 days late, the plan sponsor will 
send written notice to the employee. It will tell the employee that his or her membership will be terminated. 
It will also give the date of the termination if payment is not received by that date. This notice will be mailed 
at least 15 days before the termination date.

If membership in this dental plan is discontinued for non-payment of premium, the employee’s coverage 
will be restored when he or she returns to work to the same level of benefits as those the employee would 
have had if the leave had not been taken and the premium payment(s) had not been missed. This includes 
coverage for eligible dependents. The employee will not be required to meet any qualification requirements 
imposed by this dental plan when he or she returns to work. This includes: new or additional waiting 
periods; waiting for an open enrollment period; or passing a medical exam to reinstate coverage. You should 
contact your plan sponsor with any questions that you may have about your coverage during a leave of 
absence.

Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)
When you are no longer eligible for membership in this dental plan, you may be eligible to continue this 
coverage as provided by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA). To continue this 
coverage, you will pay up to 102% of the premium cost to your plan sponsor. These laws apply to you if 
you lose eligibility for coverage due to one of the following reasons:
 Termination of employment (for reasons other than gross misconduct).
 Reduction of work hours.
 Divorce or legal separation. (In the event of divorce or legal separation, a spouse is eligible to keep 

coverage under the employee’s membership. This is the case only until the employee is no longer 
required by the divorce judgment to provide health insurance for the former spouse or the employee 
or former spouse remarries, whichever comes first. The former spouse’s eligibility for continued 
COBRA coverage will start on the date of divorce even if he or she continues coverage under the 
employee’s membership. While the former spouse continues coverage under the employee’s 
membership, there is no additional premium. After remarriage, under state and federal law, the former 
spouse may be eligible to continue coverage under an individual membership for additional 
premium.)

 Death of the subscriber.
 Loss of status as an eligible dependent.

The period of this continued COBRA coverage begins with the date of your qualifying event. And, the 
length of this continued COBRA coverage will be up to 36 months from that qualifying event. This is true 
except for termination of employment or reduction of work hours, in which cases continued COBRA 
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coverage is available for only 18 months or, if you are qualified for disability under Title II or Title XVI of 
the Social Security Act, up to 29 months. (See below for more information about continued coverage for 
disabled employees.)

Important Note: When a subscriber’s legal same-sex spouse is no longer eligible for coverage under this 
dental plan, that spouse (or if applicable, civil union spouse) and his or her dependent children may continue 
coverage in the subscriber’s group to the same extent that a legal opposite-sex spouse (and his or her 
dependent children) could continue coverage upon loss of eligibility for coverage under this dental plan.

Additional COBRA Coverage for Disabled Employees
Within 60 days of the qualifying event, if an employee or his or her eligible dependent is determined to be 
disabled under Title II or Title XVI of the Social Security Act, continued coverage will remain in effect for 
up to 29 months from the date of the qualifying event. The premium cost for the additional 11 months may 
be up to 150% of the premium rate. If during the 11 additional months, eligibility for disability is lost, 
coverage may terminate before the 29 months is completed. You should contact your plan sponsor for more 
information about continued coverage.

Special Rules for Retired Employees
A retired employee, the spouse and/or eligible dependent children of a retired employee or a surviving 
spouse of a retired deceased employee who loses eligibility for membership in this dental plan as a result 
of a bankruptcy proceeding (Title 11 of the United States Code) is also eligible for continued COBRA 
coverage. A retired employee and/or the surviving spouse of a deceased retired employee may enroll for 
lifetime COBRA coverage as of the date of the bankruptcy proceeding, provided that the loss of group 
eligibility occurs within one year before the date on which the bankruptcy proceeding begins. Or, if group 
eligibility is lost within one year after the date on which the bankruptcy proceeding begins, they may enroll 
for lifetime COBRA coverage as of the date group eligibility is lost. Spouses and/or eligible dependent 
children of these retired employees may enroll for continued COBRA coverage until the retired employee 
dies. Once the retired employee dies, his or her surviving spouse and/or eligible dependent children may 
enroll for up to an additional 36 months of continued COBRA coverage beyond the date of the retired 
employee’s death. (Lifetime COBRA coverage for retired employees will end if this dental plan is 
terminated by the plan sponsor or for any of the other reasons described below. See “Termination of 
Continued Coverage.”)

Enrollment for COBRA Coverage
In order to enroll for continued coverage in this dental plan, you must complete a COBRA Election Form. 
The completed election form must be returned to the office at the address on the form. The form must be 
returned within 60 days from your date of termination of coverage or your notification of COBRA 
eligibility, whichever is later. If you do not return the completed form, it will be considered a waiver. And, 
you will not be allowed to continue coverage in this dental plan. (The 60 days will be counted from the date 
of the COBRA eligibility notice to the postmarked date of the mailed election form.)

Termination of COBRA Continued Coverage
Your COBRA coverage will end when:
 The length of time allowed for continued coverage is reached (for example, 18 months or 29 months 

or 36 months from the qualifying event).
 You fail to make timely payment of your COBRA premiums.
 You enroll in another employer sponsored health care plan and that plan does not include pre-existing 

condition limitations or waiting periods.
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In addition, your continued coverage under this dental plan will end when the group terminates its 
agreement with Blue Cross and Blue Shield to provide the coverage described in this Benefit Description. 
In this case, coverage may continue under another group health care plan. Contact your plan sponsor or 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield for more information.

The longer time allowed for continued coverage for disabled members will end when the member is no 
longer disabled.
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This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for easy 
reference.

The eligibility provisions described in your Benefit Description for dependent children have been changed.

A subscriber may enroll eligible dependent children for coverage under his or her membership under this 
contract. “Eligible dependents” include the subscriber’s or spouse’s (or if applicable, legal civil union spouse’s) 
unmarried dependent children under age 23, whether or not the child is a full-time student. To be eligible, the 
child must: live with the subscriber or the spouse on a regular basis; or qualify as dependents for federal tax 
purposes; or be the subjects of a court order that requires the subscriber to provide health insurance for the 
children. These eligible dependent children may include:

 A newborn child. The effective date of coverage for a newborn child will be the child’s date of birth 
provided that the subscriber formally notifies the plan sponsor within 30 days of the date of birth.

 An adopted child. The effective date of coverage for an adopted child will be the date of placement of 
the child with the subscriber for the purpose of adoption. The effective date of coverage for an 
adoptive child who has been living with the subscriber and for whom the subscriber has been getting 
foster care payments will be the date the petition to adopt is filed. If the subscriber is enrolled under a 
family membership as of the date he or she assumes custody of a child for the purpose of adoption, 
the child’s dental benefits will be provided from the date of custody. This coverage is provided 
without a waiting period or pre-existing condition restriction.

An eligible dependent child may also include:

 A child recognized under a Qualified Medical Child Support Order as having the right to enroll for 
health care coverage.

 An unmarried disabled dependent child age 23 or older. A dependent child who is mentally or 
physically incapable of earning his or her own living and who is enrolled for coverage under the 
subscriber’s membership will continue to be covered after he or she would otherwise lose dependent 
eligibility under the subscriber’s membership, so long as the child continues to be mentally or 
physically incapable of earning his or her own living. In this case, the subscriber must make 
arrangements with Blue Cross and Blue Shield through the plan sponsor not more than 30 days after 
the date the child would normally lose eligibility. Also, Blue Cross and Blue Shield must be given 
any medical or other information that it may need to determine if the child can maintain coverage 
under the subscriber’s membership. From time to time, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may conduct 
reviews that will require a statement from the attending physician. This is to confirm that the child is 
still an eligible disabled dependent child.

 A newborn infant of an enrolled dependent child immediately from the moment of birth and 
continuing after, until the enrolled dependent child is no longer eligible as a dependent.

Important Reminder: The eligibility provisions described in this rider may differ from the federal tax laws that 
define who may qualify as a dependent.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description 
for easy reference.

The provisions described in your Benefit Description for eligible dependents have been changed.

A subscriber may enroll a domestic partner for coverage under his or her membership. A “domestic 
partner” is a person of the same sex as the subscriber and with whom the subscriber has entered into an 
exclusive relationship. This means that both the subscriber and domestic partner (1) are 18 years of age 
or older and of legal age of consent; (2) competent to enter into a legal contract; (3) share the same 
residence and must intend to continue to do so; (4) are jointly responsible for basic living costs; (5) are 
in a relationship of mutual support, caring and commitment in which they intend to remain; (6) are not 
married to anyone else; and (7) are not related to each other by adoption or blood to a degree of 
closeness that would otherwise bar marriage in the state in which they live.

Note: On your effective date or your plan renewal date in 2008, a “domestic partner” also includes a 
person with whom the subscriber has registered as a domestic partner with any governmental 
domestic partner registry. If this is the case, all of the conditions stated above do not have to be 
met. (But, all other enrollment requirements of the health plan will still need to be met.)

If the subscriber enrolls the domestic partner in his or her dental plan, the domestic partner’s dependent 
children are eligible for coverage to the same extent that the subscriber’s dependent children are eligible 
for coverage in his or her dental plan.

(A domestic partner and an eligible spouse may not be enrolled under the same membership at the same 
time.)

If the subscriber terminates the domestic partnership, the former domestic partner (and any enrolled 
children of the former domestic partner) may continue coverage in the subscriber’s dental plan. They 
may do so to the extent that federal or state law would usually apply.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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This Benefits Payable Rider modifies the terms of your Benefit Description and explains how your 
benefits are provided. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for easy reference.

Your Benefits
This dental plan provides benefits for the covered services described in your Benefit Description only 
when these services are furnished by a participating dentist. There are a few exceptions to this 
requirement. Refer to your Benefit Description for information about how to find a participating dentist 
and for those situations when you may receive benefits for covered services furnished by a 
non-participating dentist.

Covered Services Member’s Cost 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will pay up to an overall benefit maximum in each calendar year for all 
your benefits under this dental plan. Until these benefits have been paid, you pay:
Preventive Benefit Group
Group 1 Services Nothing*

Basic Benefit Group
Group 2 Services

Your deductible; then, 20% of the allowed 
charge*

Major Benefit Group
Group 3 Services

Your deductible; then, 50% of the allowed 
charge*

*In some cases, you may have to pay the amount of the dentist’s actual charge that is more than the 
dentist’s allowed charge. (Refer to “How Your Benefits Are Calculated” below.)

How Your Benefits Are Calculated
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will calculate payment of your benefits as follows:

 Participating Providers. For covered services furnished by dentists who have a payment 
agreement to furnish dental services to members enrolled under this dental plan, Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield calculates your benefits based on the provisions of the dentist’s payment 
agreement and the dentist’s contracted rate that is in effect at the time a covered service is 
furnished. This contracted rate is referred to as the provider’s allowed charge. In most cases, 
you do not have to pay the amount of the provider’s actual charge that is in excess of the 
provider’s allowed charge. However, there are certain situations when you will have to pay 
the difference between the claim payment and the provider’s actual charge. Refer to your 
Benefit Description for information about these situations.

 Non-Participating Providers. For covered services furnished by dentists who do not have a 
payment agreement to furnish dental services to members enrolled under this dental plan, Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield uses the same amount that is allowed for covered services furnished by 
a participating dentist. This amount may sometimes be less than the dentist’s actual charge. If 
this is the case, you must pay the amount of the provider’s actual charge that is in excess 
of the provider’s allowed charge. This is in addition to the amount you would normally pay 
for covered services (for example, any deductible and/or coinsurance that you owe for that 
covered service). However, if the provider’s actual charge is less than the allowed charge, 
your benefits will be calculated based on the provider’s actual charge.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Deductible
Benefits Payable Rider

This Benefits Payable Rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit 
Description for easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for certain covered services are subject to a deductible.

Your deductible per calendar year is: $50 per member
$150 per family

The family deductible can be met by eligible costs incurred by any combination of family members that are 
covered under the same membership. But, no one member will have to pay more than the “per member” 
deductible amount.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Enhanced Dental Benefits

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

Your dental plan has been changed to include Enhanced Dental Benefits for certain dental care services.

For each member who is eligible to receive these Enhanced Dental Benefits, Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
will provide coverage for the following dental care services:

 Dental cleanings (oral prophylaxis or periodontal maintenance cleanings) once every three months. 
(There must be at least three months between any cleanings covered under your dental plan, including 
these Enhanced Dental Benefits.)

 A periodontal scaling once for each quadrant every 24 months when this service is necessary and 
appropriate.

For these enhanced benefits, the deductible, coinsurance, and calendar-year benefit maximum provisions 
that would otherwise apply for your dental benefits do not apply. However, these additional dental 
services must still be furnished by a covered dentist.

Who Is Eligible for Enhanced Dental Benefits
You are eligible to receive these enhanced benefits when one of the following situations applies:

 You are a member who has been diagnosed with diabetes; or
 You are a member who has been diagnosed with coronary artery disease; or
 You are a member who has suffered a stroke; or
 You are a member who is pregnant.

These enhanced benefits will be available for the entire duration of the medical condition that makes you 
eligible for these benefits, as long as you continue to be enrolled in a Dental Blue contract that includes 
this rider. From time to time, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may ask you to submit documentation from 
your physician that your medical condition still qualifies you to receive coverage for these additional 
dental services.

To find out more about these enhanced benefits or how to qualify for these enhanced benefits, you may 
call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office at the toll-free telephone number shown on 
your dental plan identification card.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Enhanced Dental Benefits

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

Your dental plan has been changed to include Enhanced Dental Benefits for certain dental care services.

For members who have been diagnosed with oral cancer or Sjögren’s syndrome, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield will provide additional coverage for the following dental care services:

 Dental cleanings (oral prophylaxis or periodontal maintenance cleanings), once each three months. 
(There must be at least three months between any cleanings covered under your dental plan, including 
these enhanced benefits.)

 Fluoride treatment, once each three months.
 Pre-diagnostic cancer screening, once each six months.

For these enhanced benefits, the deductible, coinsurance, and calendar-year benefit maximum provisions 
that would otherwise apply for your dental benefits do not apply. However, these additional dental 
services must still be furnished by a covered dentist.

These enhanced benefits will be available for the entire duration of the medical condition that makes you 
eligible for these benefits, as long as you continue to be enrolled in a Dental Blue contract that includes 
this rider. From time to time, Blue Cross and Blue Shield may ask you to submit documentation from 
your physician that your medical condition still qualifies you to receive coverage for these additional 
dental services.

To find out more about these enhanced benefits or how to qualify for these enhanced benefits, you may 
call the Blue Cross and Blue Shield customer service office at the toll-free telephone number shown on 
your dental plan identification card.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Overall Benefit Maximum
Benefits Payable Rider

This Benefits Payable Rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit 
Description for easy reference.

All benefits described in your Benefit Description are subject to a $2,000 calendar year overall benefit 
maximum for each member.

(If you change from one dental plan administered by Blue Cross and Blue Shield to another, any dollar 
amount applied toward your overall benefit maximum under the prior dental plan(s) will be carried over 
and applied to the overall benefit maximum under this dental plan.)

Note: This overall benefit maximum does not apply to any orthodontic benefits that may be covered under 
this dental plan.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Non-Participating Dentists

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for covered services furnished outside Massachusetts 
have been changed.

For covered services furnished by non-participating dentists outside Massachusetts, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield calculates your benefit payment based on the 90th percentile of the dental prevailing charges in the 
zip code region where the services are furnished, but no more than the dentist’s actual charge. This amount 
is sometimes less than the dentist’s actual charge. In this case, you must pay the amount of the actual charge 
that is in excess of the allowed charge. This is in addition to the amount you would normally pay for covered 
services.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Non-Participating Dentists

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for covered services furnished by non-participating 
dentists in Massachusetts have been changed.

This dental plan provides benefits for all covered services furnished by non-participating dentists in 
Massachusetts. For these covered services, Blue Cross and Blue Shield calculates your benefit payment 
based on 80% of Blue Cross and Blue Shield’s Maximum Allowable Charge (MAC) in the zip code region 
where the services are furnished, but no more than 80% of the provider’s actual charge. You must pay the 
amount of the provider’s actual charge that is in excess of the provider’s allowed charge. This is in 
addition to the amount you would normally pay for covered services (for example, any deductible and/or 
coinsurance you owe for that covered service).

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Restorative Services

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for composite resin (tooth color fillings) have been 
changed.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for composite resin (tooth color) fillings on front teeth 
are also provided for composite resin (tooth color) fillings on back teeth (bicuspids and molars).

In addition, Blue Cross and Blue Shield no longer provides benefits only for an amalgam (silver) filling 
toward the cost of a composite resin (tooth color) filling. Instead, Blue Cross and Blue Shield uses the 
allowed charge for the composite resin (tooth color) filling to calculate this benefit payment. Except for 
those instances described in your Benefit Description, you do not have to pay the amount of the dentist’s 
actual charge that is in excess of the allowed charge for a composite resin (tooth color) filling.

Note: Your Benefits Payable Rider explains the amount of your cost share for these covered services.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Dental Implants

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield has changed the way benefits are provided for dental implants.

Your benefits for crowns for members age 16 or older will also include an allowance for single-tooth 
dental endosteal implants (the fixture and abutment portion) in addition to the allowance for the crown for 
the implant. These benefits are provided once for each tooth every 60 month period when the implant 
replaces permanent teeth through the second molars. (For these covered services, see your Benefits 
Payable Rider for the amount of any deductible and/or coinsurance for prosthodontic services.)

(The limitation on dental implants as described in your Benefit Description no longer applies.)

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Group 1 Services

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for Group 1 services have been changed.

The calendar-year benefit maximum as described in your “Overall Benefit Maximum Benefits Payable 
Rider” no longer applies to Group 1 services.

This also means that your benefits for these covered services do not count toward your calendar-year 
benefit maximum.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Rider
Occlusal Guards

This rider modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this rider with your Benefit Description for 
easy reference.

The benefits described in your Benefit Description for Group 3 Services have been changed. Your 
benefits for Group 3 Services also include occlusal guards.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.
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Endorsement
Orthodontic Benefits

This Orthodontic Endorsement modifies the terms of your dental plan. Please keep this endorsement with 
your Benefit Description for easy reference.

Your dental plan has been changed to include the orthodontic benefits described in this Orthodontic 
Endorsement for members of any age.

Under this Orthodontic Endorsement, benefits are provided for orthodontic services that are necessary 
and appropriate to prevent and correct misalignment of the teeth that is severe enough to interfere 
significantly with the function of the teeth. These covered services include:
 First orthodontic exams. These services include the first complete orthodontic exam, including 

models, photographs, and x-rays (excluding full-mouth x-rays).
 Limited active care. This is care that Blue Cross and Blue Shield determines is of a minor nature and 

consists of one or more than one of the following services: minor treatment for tooth guidance; minor 
treatment to control harmful habits; interceptive orthodontic treatment; and orthodontic treatment 
accomplished solely through the use of functional appliances.

 Comprehensive active care. This is care that Blue Cross and Blue Shield determines is of an 
extensive nature and is part of a complete course of orthodontic treatment. Comprehensive active care 
includes active care and orthodontic appliances, including construction and insertion of the appliance.

The orthodontic services described in this endorsement are covered immediately as of your effective date 
under this Orthodontic Endorsement. There is no waiting period to receive these benefits.

Your Cost for Covered Orthodontic Services
Covered Services Your Cost Is:
Necessary and appropriate orthodontic services
for members of any age

No charge up to your lifetime benefit limit

Important Note: Your benefits will be calculated based on the allowed charge. Refer to your Benefit 
Description for a description of “allowed charge” and when you may also have to pay charges that are in 
excess of the allowed charge for covered services.

Your Lifetime Benefit Limit for Orthodontic Benefits
Your lifetime benefit limit for orthodontic
services is:

$1,500 per eligible member

Your orthodontic benefits are limited to a lifetime maximum, even if your need is greater. Once the 
amount of these orthodontic benefits reaches the lifetime benefit limit, no more benefits will be provided 
for orthodontic benefits. (Note: If you change from one dental plan administered by Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield to another, any dollar amount applied toward your lifetime benefit maximum for covered 
orthodontic services under the prior dental plan(s) will be carried over and applied to the lifetime benefit 
maximum for covered orthodontic services under this dental plan.)
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Pre-Treatment Estimates for Orthodontic Benefits
Your dentist may submit a Pre-treatment Estimate to Blue Cross and Blue Shield in order to determine the 
extent of your orthodontic benefits. Refer to your Benefit Description for more information.

Exclusions
In addition to the exclusions described in your Benefit Description, no benefits are provided for:
 Surgical services for the correction of congenital anomalies.
 Replacement of orthodontic appliances for reasons such as theft, abuse, misuse, misplacement, loss, 

improper fit, allergies, breakage, or ingestion.
 Speech therapy.
 Instructions for muscle exercises to prevent or correct misalignments of the teeth (myofunctional 

therapy).
 Orthodontic services received after the termination date of your dental plan or the termination date of 

your coverage under this Orthodontic Endorsement.

All other provisions remain as described in your Benefit Description.


